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Abstract—University question Paper selection is an important task for 

Universities.  When a large number of question papers a r e  received, it is 

common to group them according to their similarities in each 

discipline. The grouped papers are then assigned to the appropriate 

experts for peer review. Current methods for grouping papers are 

based on manual matching of similar discipline areas and/or 

keywords. However, the exact   discipline areas of the papers cannot 

often be accurately designated by the applicants due to their 

subjective views and possible misinterpretation. Text-mining methods 

have been   proposed to solve the problem by automatically classifying 

text documents, mainly in English. However, these methods have 

limitations when dealing with non-English language texts, e.g.,  the 

language which is not having delimiters (Chinese) Papers. This paper 

presents a novel ontology-based text-mining approach to cluster question 

Papers based on their similarities in each areas. The method is efficient 

and effective for clustering question Papers with both English and  the 

language which is not having delimiters (Chinese) texts.  

Index Terms—Clustering analysis, decision support systems, ontology, 

question Paper selection, text mining. 

 
I.  INTRODUCTION  

 

Selection of Question Paper is an important and recurring activity 

in many Universities. It is a challenging multiprocess task that 

begins with a call for papers (CFP) by a University. The CFP is 

distributed to relevant communities such as universities or research 

institutions. The questions Ppaer are submitted to the University and 

then are assigned to experts for peer review. The review results are 

collected, and the proposals are then ranked based on the 

aggregation of   the experts’ review results. Fig. 1 shows the 

processes of question paper selection at   the University,i.e.,CFP, 

paper submission, proposal grouping, proposal assignment to exerts, 

peer review, aggregation of review results, panel evaluation, and 

final awarding decision [1]. These processes are very similar in other 

Universities. In the University, the number of question paper received 

has more than doubled in the past four years, with over 110 paper 

submitted in one deadline in March 2010. Four to five reviewers are 

assigned to review each paper so as to assure accurate and reliable 

opinions on question papers. To deal with the large volume, it is 

necessary to group papers according to their similarities in each 

discipline and then to assign the Question Papers groups to relevant 

reviewers. Departments are classified according to areas, including 

mathe- matical and physical sciences, chemical sciences, life sciences, 

earth sciences, engineering and material sciences, information sciences, 

and management sciences.  

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 1.   Question Paper election processes in the University 

 
The University is responsible for the selection tasks, and it ded- 

icates the tasks to divisions or programs. Chairman then group the 

papers and assign them to external reviewers for evaluation and 

commentary.  However, they may not have adequate knowledge in all r 

disciplines, and contents of many Question Paper were not fully 

understood when the Papers were grouped. Therefore, there was an 

urgent need for an effective and feasible approach to group the 

submitted Papers with computer supports.  An ontology-based text-

mining approach is proposed to solve the problem. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.  Section 

II reviews the literature on Q u e s t i o n  P a p e r  selection  and 

grouping of papers. The proposed method is described in Section III. 

Section IV validates and evaluates the method, and then discusses 

the potential application in the University. Finally, Section V 

provides the conclusion, and it points to future work. 
 

 
II.   LITERAT URE  REVIEW  

 

Selection of question Paper is an important topic in University 

management. Previous re- search deals with specific topics, and 

several formal methods and models are available for this purpose. 

For example, Chen and Gora [2] Proposed a fuzzy-logic-based 

model as a decision tool for project selection. Henriksen and 

Traynor [3] presented a  scoring tool for project evaluation and 

selection. Ghasemzadeh and Archer [4] offered a decision support 

approach to project portfolio selection. Methods have been 

developed to group proposals for peer review tasks. For example, 

Hettich and Pazzani [5] proposed a text-mining approach to group 

proposals, identify reviewers, and assign reviewers to proposals. 

Current methods group proposals according to keywords. 

Unfortunately, proposals with similar research areas might be placed 

in wrong groups due to the following reasons: first, keywords are 

incomplete information about the full content of the proposals. Second, 

keywords are provided by applicants who may have subjective views 

and misconceptions, and keywords are only a partial representation of 

the research proposals. Third, manual grouping is usually conducted 

by division managers or program directors in funding agencies. They 

may have different understanding about the research disciplines and 

may not have adequate knowledge to assign proposals into the right 

groups. Text-mining methods (TMMs) [6], [7] have been designed to 

group proposals based on understating the English text, but they 

have limitations when dealing with other language texts, e.g., in  

the language which is not having delimiters (Chinese).
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. 

This paper presents a hybrid method for grouping Paper for 

Question Paper selection. It uses text-mining, multilingual ontology, 

optimization, and   statistical analysis techniques to cluster question 

paper  based on their similarities.  
 

 
III. ONTOLOGY BASED TEXT MINING 

F O R  U N I V E R S I T Y  P A P E R  

S E L E C T I O N  
 

 

In the University, after question Paper are submitted, the next 

important task is to group papers and assign them to reviewers. The 

papers in each group should have similar characteristics. For instance, 

if the proposals in a group fall into the same primary discipline (e.g., 

computer Engineering) and the number of papers are small, manual 

grouping based on keywords listed in paper can be used. However, if 

the number of Papers is large, it is very difficult to group Papers 

manually. 

Although there are several text-mining approaches that can be used 

to cluster and classify Papers [20]–[27], they are developed with a 

Focus on English text. TMMs which deal with English are not 

effective in processing the language which is not having delimiters ( 

the  l angu age which  i s  no t  hav ing d el imi t er s  (Chin ese)  

text) [28]. For example,  (Chinese) text consists of strings of  the 

language which is not having delimiters (Chinese) characters, while 

English text uses words. Also, Chinese text has no delimiters to mark 

word boundaries, while English text uses a space as word delimiter. 

Several methods were proposed to deal with  the language which is 

not having delimiters (Chinese) text [29]–[32], but they are not 

efficient or sufficiently robust to process research proposals. 

       To solve the aforementioned problems, an ontology-based 

TMM (OTMM) is proposed. Ontology is a knowledge repository in 

which concepts and terms are defined as well as relationships 

between these concepts [38]–[41]. It consists of a set of concepts, 

axioms, and relationships that describe a domain of interests and 

represents an agreed-upon conceptualization of the domain’s ―real-

world‖  setting. Implicit knowledge for humans is made explicit 

for computers by ontology [42]–[44]. Thus, ontology can automate 

information pro- cessing and can facilitate text mining in a specific 

domain (such as question paper selection). The proposed OTMM is 

used together with statistical method and optimization models and 

consists of four phases, as shown in Fig. 2. First, a research ontology 

containing the Question Papers funded in latest five years is 

constructed according to keywords, and it is updated  annually  

(phase 1). Then, new research proposals are classified according to 

discipline areas using a sorting algorithm (phase2). Next, with 

reference to the ontology, the new papers in each dis- cipline are 

clustered using a self-organized mapping (SOM) algorithm (phase 3). 

Finally, (phase 4) if the number of proposals in each cluster is still 

very large, they will be  further decomposed into subgroups 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2.   Process of the proposed OTMM. 

A.  Phase 1: Constructing a question paper Ontology 

University maintains a directory of discipline areas that form a 

tree structure. As domain ontology [41], question paper ontology is 

a public concept set of the question paper management domain. 

The question paper of different disciplines can be clearly expressed 

by ontology. Suppose that there are K discipline areas, and Ak 

denotes discipline area k(k  = 1, 2, . . . , K ). Research ontology can 

be constructed in the following three steps to represent the topics of 

the disciplines. 

Step 1) Creating    the question paper of   the    disciplinek , (k = 

1, 2, . . . , K ).   The   keywords    of    the   question paper  

i n  each  year   are  collected,  and  their frequencies are 

counted (shown in Fig. 3). The keywords and  their   

frequencies  are  denoted  by  the  feature  set 

               (Nok , IDk , year,{(keyword1 , f 

frequency1),(keyword2 , frequency2 ),. . . , (keywordk 

, f frequencyk )}), where 

Nok   is the sequence number of the kith record and IDk 

is  the  corresponding  discipline  code.  For  instance,  if 

discipline  Ak     has  two  keywords  in  2007  (i.e.,  

―Operating system‖ and ―Data structure‖) and the total 

number of counts for them are 30 and 50, respectively, the 

discipline can be denoted by (Nok , IDk , 2007, 

{(Operating system, 30), (Data structure, 50)}). In this 

way, a feature set of each discipline can be created. The 

keyword frequency in the feature set  is the sum of the 

same keywords that appeared in this discipline during the 

most recent five years (shown in Fig. 4), 
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Fig. 3.   Keywords of Ak  in a year. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4.   Feature set of Ak . 
 

 
 

     Step 2)  Constructing the question paper  ontology. First, the 

research on- tology is categorized according to scientific 

research areas introduced in the background. It is then 

developed on the Basis of several specific areas. Next, it is 

further divided into some narrower discipline areas. Finally, 

it leads to the topics in terms of the feature set of 

disciplines created in step 1. The question paper ontology 

is constructed, and its rough structure is shown in Fig. 

5.Therefore, the research ontology allows more complex 

relationship between concepts besides the basic tree-like 

structure. Also, to deal with proposals with both English 

and Chinese text, it is designed as a multilingual ontology 

[45], which can process and share knowledge represented 

in multiple languages. 

Step 3) Updating  the research ontology. Once the Question paper 

funding is completed each year, the o n to lo gy  is 

updated according to University policy and the change of 

the feature set. Using the research ontology, the submitted 

question papers can be classified into disciplines 

correctly, and question paper in one discipline can be 

clustered effectively and efficiently. The details will be 

given in the following two sections. 

 
 
B.  Phase 2: Classifying question papers Into Disciplines 

Papers are classified by the discipline areas to which they belong. A 

simple sorting algorithm is used next for papers’ classification. This 

is done using the  ontology as follows. 

Suppose that there are K discipline areas, and Ak   denotes  area 

k(k  = 1, 2, . . . , K ). Pi  denotes papers i(i = 1, 2, . . . , I ), and Sk 

represents the set of papers which belongs to area k. Then, a sorting 

algorithm can be implemented to classify papers to their discipline 

areas, as shown in Table I. 

 

 
C.  Phase 3: Clustering Question Paper  Based on Similarities 

Using Text Mining 

After the question papers are classified by the discipline areas, 

the papers in each discipline are clustered using the text-mining 

technique [18], [19]. The main clustering process consists of five 

steps, as shown in Fig. 6: text document collection, text document 

preprocessing, text document encoding, vector dimension reduction, 

and text vector clustering. 

The details of each step are as follows. 
 

Step 1) Text document collection. After the question paper are 

classified according to the discipline areas, the paper l 

documents in each discipline Ak (k = 1, 2, . . . , K ) are col- 

lected for text document preprocessing. 

 

Step 2)Text  document preprocessing. The contents are usually 

nonstructural. Because the texts of the question paper 

consist of the language which is not having delimiters ( 

the language which is not having delimiters (Chinese)) 

characters which are difficult to seg- ment, the question 

paper ontology is used to analyze, extract, and identify the 

keywords in the full text of the proposals.  

 

Step 3)  Text document encoding. After text documents  are seg- 

mented, they are converted into a feature  vector repre- 

sentation: V = (v1  , v2 , . . . , vM ), where M  is the 

number of features selected and vi (i = 1, 2, . . . , M )  is 

the TF- IDF encoding [18] of the keyword wi . TF-IDF 

encoding describes a  weighted method based on inverse 

document frequency (IDF) combined with the term 

frequency  (TF)  to produce the feature v, such that to 

produce the feature v, such that vi  = tfi  ∗  log(N/dfi ), 

where N  is the total number of proposals in the discipline, 

tfi  is the term frequency of the feature word wi , and 

dfi is the number of proposals containing the word wi . 

Thus, research proposals can be represented by 

corresponding feature vectors. 
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Fig. 5.   Structure of the research ontology. 
 

 
TABLE   I 

SUMMARY  OF THE  SORTING  ALGORITHM  

 

 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 6.   Main process of text mining 

 
. 

Step 4) Vector dimension reduction. The dimension of feature vec- 

tors is often too large; thus, it is necessary to reduce the 

vectors’ size by automatically selecting a subset containing 

              the most important keywords in terms of frequency. Latent 

semantic indexing  (LSI)  is  used  to  solve  the  problem 

[18]. It not only reduces the dimensions of the feature 

vectors effectively but also creates the semantic relations 

among the keywords. LSI is a technique for substituting 

the original data vectors with shorter vectors in  which 

the semantic information is preserved. 

 To  reduce the di- mensions of the document vectors  

without losing useful information in a proposal, a  term-

by-document matrix is formed, where there is one column 

that corresponds to the term frequency of a document. 

Furthermore, the term-by- document matrix is 

decomposed into a set of eigenvectors using singular-

value decomposition. The eigenvectors that have the least 

impacts on the  matrix are then discarded. Thus, the 

document  vector formed from the term of the remaining  

eigenvectors has a very small dimension and retains 

almost all of the relevant original features. 

Step 5)Text  vector clustering. This step uses an SOM  algorithm 

to cluster the feature vectors based on  similarities of re- 

search areas. The SOM algorithm is a typical unsupervised 

learning neural network model that clusters input data with 

similarities. Details of the SOM algorithm [33], [34] can be 

summarized as shown in Table II. 

 
     D.  Phase 4: Balancing Research Proposals and Regrouping Them          

by Considering Applicants’ Characteristics 

In this phase, when the number of proposals in one cluster is still 

very large (e.g., more than 20), the applicants’ characteristics (e.g., 

affiliated universities) are considered. As mentioned in Sun et al. [15] 

and Fan et al. [35], the proposal group composition should be diverse. 

In the past, reviewers sometimes handled proposals improperly, having 

poor group composition (e.g., the same affiliation in a specific pro- 

posal group). Reviewers may feel confused and uncomfortable when 

evaluating proposals that may have poor group composition, so it is 

advisable that the applicants’ characteristics in each proposal group 

should be as diverse as much as possible. Furthermore, the group size 

in each group should be similar. This is done as follows. 
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IV Comparison Study Of Text Mining Methods 

 

 1] LSA:-Latent Semantic analysis 

2]PLSA:-Probabilistic Latent Semantic analysis 

3]LDA:-Latent Dirichlet allocation 

4]CTM:-Correlated Topic Model 

 

TABLE IV 

Comparison  of four Text Mining Methods 

 

 

 

 

 

Methods Applications Comments and Performance 

 

LSA 

 

1]Automatic essay 

Generation 

2]Spam Filtering 

3]Topic detection 

 

LSA>PLSA, 

LSA>PLSA,LDA 

VSM>LSA 

PLSA 1]Automatic essay 

Generation 

2]Image Retrieval 

LSA>PLSA 

High Level of visual 

features. 

LDA 1]Automatic essay 

Generation 

2]Experts identification 

LSA,PLSA>LDA 

Experts for R&D 

 

CTM 

 

1]Query classification 

2]Topic Detection 
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TABLE IV 

Char and Limitation of four Text Mining Methods 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

This  paper  has  presented an  OTMM  for  grouping of  research 

proposals. A research ontology is constructed to categorize the concept 

terms in different discipline areas and  to form relationships among 

them. It facilitates text-mining and optimization techniques to cluster 

research proposals based on their similarities and then to balance them 

according to the applicants’ characteristics. The experimental results 

at the NSFC showed that the proposed method improved the similarity 

in proposal groups, as well as took into consideration the applicants’ 

characteristics (e.g., distributing  proposals equally according to the 

applicants’  affiliations).  Also,  the  proposed  method  promotes  the 

efficiency in the proposal grouping process. 

The proposed method can be used to expedite and  improve the 

proposal  grouping  process  in  the  NSFC  and  elsewhere.  It  uses 

the  data  collected  from  a  research  social  network  (ScholarMate; 

http://scholarmate.com)  and  extends  the functions of the Internet- 

based Science  Information System (https://isis.nsfc.gov.cn). It also 

provides  a  formal procedure that enables similar proposals to  be 

grouped together in a professional and ethical manner. The proposed 

 
method can also be used in other government research funding agen- 

cies that face information overload problems. 

Future work is needed to cluster external reviewers based on their 

research areas and to assign grouped research proposals to reviewers 

systematically. Also, there is a need to  empirically compare the 

re- sults of manual classification to text-mining classification. Finally, 

the method can be  expanded  to help in finding a better match 

between proposals and reviewers. 
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